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Fluctuation exchange analysis of superconductivity in the standard three-band CuO2 model

Gökhan Esirgen and N. E. Bickers
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106

and Department of Physics, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089
~Received 4 September 1997!

The fluctuation exchange, or FLEX, approximation for interacting electrons is applied to study instabilities
in the standard three-band model for CuO2 layers in the high-temperature superconductors. Both intraorbital
and near-neighbor Coulomb interactions are retained. The filling dependence of thedx22y2 transition
temperature is studied in both the ‘‘hole-doped’’ and ‘‘electron-doped’’ regimes using parameters derived
from constrained-occupancy density-functional theory for La2CuO4. The agreement with experiment
on the overdoped hole side of the phase diagram is remarkably good, i.e., transitions emerge in the
40 K range with no free parameters. In addition the importance of the ‘‘orbital antiferromagnetic,’’ or flux
phase, charge density channel is emphasized for an understanding of the underdoped regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An experimental consensus has developed in recent y
that the order parameter in the high-temperature cuprate
perconductors hasdx22y2 symmetry.1 Well before experi-
ments indicated this exotic symmetry a variety of theoreti
approaches had suggested a tendency towarddx22y2 pairing
in the Hubbard2–4 and t-J models.5 Within weak-coupling
approaches, which treat the Coulomb interaction as a pe
bation to one-electron band theory, exchange of antife
magnetic spin fluctuations6 leads to pairing.

While the correctness of the spin-fluctuation scenario
mains controversial, it is of interest to examine the pair
process within a more realistic setting than the one-b
Hubbard model. It is well established that magnetism in
‘‘undoped’’ cuprates can be understood within the contex
a three-band model7 ~that projects to at-J model8 in the
strong-coupling limit!. This CuO2 model describes nearl
filled Cu 3dx22y2, O 2px , and O 2py orbitals, which form a
two-dimensional square Bravais lattice with a three-at
unit cell. The largest Coulomb integrals9–11 in the CuO2
model are the repulsion between holes on the samed orbital
(Udd;10 eV) or p orbital (Upp;4 eV), and the repulsion
between holes on neighboringd and p orbitals (Upd
;1 eV).

A self-consistent and conserving calculation of on
particle properties in the CuO2 model based on exchange
magnetic and charge-density fluctuations has been ca
out previously.12,13 In the present paper we extend this flu
tuation exchange, or ‘‘FLEX,’’ calculation to an analysis
eigenvalues of the particle-particle and particle-hole ver
functions and the resulting transition temperatures. In p
ticular, this analysis is carried out using one- and tw
particle matrix elements deduced from constrain
occupancy density-functional theory,9 with no additional
model projections or parameter fits. The results of this c
culation with no adjustable parameters are, if not compelli
at least suggestive.
570163-1829/98/57~9!/5376~18!/$15.00
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While the FLEX approach is inherently approximate, t
observed trends in eigenvalues and transition temperat
for variations in hole density and Coulomb integrals can
expected to be carried over in more exact treatments. In
dition, this calculation provides a detailed example of t
melding of many-body and band theory techniques now p
sible.

The paper is organized as follows: The model and c
culational notation are summarized in Sec. II. The partic
particle and particle-hole vertex functions within the FLE
approximation are derived in a computationally tracta
form in Sec. III. After a brief digression on sources of erro
results for eigenvalues, transition temperatures, and eig
functions are presented in Sec. IV. The implications of
calculation are discussed, along with an overall summary
Sec. V.

II. MODEL AND NOTATION

In this section we define our notational conventions
the model to be studied. The three-orbital model for sup
conducting cuprate layers may be written in terms of creat
operators for holes or electrons. As in Ref. 12, which
hereafter denote ‘‘EB,’’ we adopt the hole representation;
an example,cds

† (R) creates a 3dx22y2 hole with spins in
unit cell R. In addition we choose a staggered orbital pha
that helps simplify the analysis of two-particle eigenstat
The unit cell and phase conventions are illustrated in Fig
The Hamiltonian is conveniently broken up into one-partic
and two-particle components

Ĥ5Ĥ01V̂. ~1!

With our conventions the one-particle Hamiltonian takes
form
5376 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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Ĥ02mN5~«d2m!(
R

nd~R!1~«d2m1«!

3(
R

@nx~R!1ny~R!#2tpd(
s,R

@cds
† ~R!cxs~R!

1cds
† ~R1 x̂!cxs~R!1cds

† ~R!cys~R!

1cds
† ~R1 ŷ!cys~R!1H.c.#

2tpp(
s,R

@cys
† ~R!cxs~R!1cys

† ~R1 x̂!cxs~R!

1cys
† ~R2 ŷ!cxs~R!

1cys
† ~R1 x̂2 ŷ!cxs~R!1H.c.#. ~2!

The number operatorsnd , nx , and ny are defined in the
usual way, e.g.,

nd~R!5(
s

cds
† ~R!cds~R!. ~3!

The physical values of the short-range hopping matrix e
mentstpd and tpp are both positive.9,10 The d-hole creation
energy«d may be set to zero without loss, and thep-d en-
ergy level difference« is positive.

In the two-body HamiltonianV̂ we retain the three larges
Coulomb integrals from constrained-occupancy dens
functional studies:9,10 the on-site Cu repulsionUdd , the on-
site O repulsionUpp , and the near-neighbor Cu-O repulsio
Upd . The last interaction complicates the analysis sinc
has both intracell and intercell components. The Coulo
interactions may be written in a spin-diagonalized form t
allows a decoupling ofS50 ~density! andS51 ~magnetic!
excitations. This procedure is treated at length in EB.

The one-particle propagators for the Hamiltonian d
scribed above take the form

FIG. 1. Unit cell and orbital phase conventions. The unit c
contains three orbitals: the Cu 3dx22y2, the O 2px on x-axis
bonds, and the O 2py on y-axis bonds. The orbital phases are ch
sen in a checkerboard pattern. This assures that near-neighbor
and O-O hopping integrals have the same sign in all unit cells
greatly simplifies the two-body eigenstate analysis.
-

-

it
b
t

-

Gab~Ra ,ta ;Rb ,tb!5Gab~DRab ,Dtab!

[2^Ttca~Ra ,ta!cb
†~Rb ,tb!&, ~4!

where (a,Ra ,ta) and (b,Rb ,tb) are the orbital, unit-cell,
and imaginary-time labels for particles in the final and init
states~see Fig. 2!. Reference 12 describes the general pro
dure for calculating such propagators and provides deta
results for the CuO2 model described above. For the remai
der of this paper we make use of one-particle properties
tained in this previous study.

III. DERIVATION OF VERTEX FUNCTIONS

The calculation of eigenvalues of the particle-particle k
nel in the CuO2 model is conceptually straightforward, bu
notationally involved. It is assumed that self-consistent o
particle propagatorsG have been obtained using the tec
nique described in EB. Functional differentiation of the o
diagonal self-energy in the presence of an external pai
field yields the irreducible particle-particle vertexGpp. Using
the notation developed in Ref. 14, the singlet and triplet pa
of the vertex are as follows~see Fig. 3!:

Gs
pp~12;34!5Vs~12;34!1 1

2 Fd~24;31!2 3
2 Fm~24;31!

1 1
2 Fd~14;32!2 3

2 Fm~14;32! ~5!

G t
pp~12;34!5Vt~12;34!1 1

2 Fd~24;31!1 1
2 Fm~24;31!

2 1
2 Fd~14;32!2 1

2 Fm~14;32!. ~6!

FIG. 3. Irreducible singlet vertex functionGs
pp within the FLEX

approximation. Outgoing states are represented on the right o
diagrams, incoming states on the left.@The coefficients1

2 and 2
3
2

are omitted for clarity; see Eq.~5!.# Vs is the unrenormalized Cou
lomb matrix element in the singlet channel. The vertical ladd
represent the exchange of density fluctuations.

l

u-O
d

FIG. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the one-particle pro
gatorGab(DRab ,Dtab).
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5378 57GÖKHAN ESIRGEN AND N. E. BICKERS
The numerical indices represent the space and time deg
of freedom of each particle, i.e.,

1[~m1 ,R1 ,t1!, ~7!

with m1 the orbital,R1 the unit-cell displacement, andt1 the
imaginary time coordinate for particle 1.

The matrix functionsFd and Fm represent particle-hole
ladders in the density and magnetic channels:

F r~12;34!5@VrG
ph~12VrG

ph!21Vr #~12;34! ~8!

for r 5d and m. The matricesVr are the spin-diagonalize
Coulomb interactions in each channel, and the matrixGph is
the uncorrelated particle-hole propagator:

Gph~12;34!5b^Ttc~1!c†~3!&^Ttc~4!c†~2!&

5bG~13!G~42!, ~9!

with b the inverse temperature.
As usual,12 matrix multiplication is defined by

~AB!~12;34!5A~12;56!B~56;34!, ~10!

with an implied sum on repeated indices. The singlet a
triplet kernels are obtained by multiplying the vertex fun
tions by the uncorrelated particle-particle propagator

Gpp~12;34!52 1
2 bG~13!G~24!. ~11!

Note the presence of12 in this definition of the propagator
which is consistent with our normalization of the vert
functions below.

Expressions for the density and magnetic Coulomb ma
elementsVd andVm have been given previously in EB. Ex
plicit expressions forVs andVt follow from the diagrams in
Fig. 4. As in our previous work, it is convenient to adopt
notation that emphasizes the dependence of the matrix
ments on only three unit-cell displacements between the
initial-state and two final-state particles~see Fig. 5!. Thus,
Vs(DRac ;ab,DRab ;cd,DRcd) is the singlet Coulomb ma
trix element for a final-state particle pair in orbitalsa andb
with relative unit-cell displacement

DRab5Ra2Rb , ~12!

and an initial-state particle pair in orbitalsc andd with rela-
tive unit-cell displacementDRcd . The displacement betwee
the initial and final-state particles is given byDRac . There
are only 11 two-particle states (ab,DRab) that have nonzero
singlet and triplet Coulomb matrix elements in the Cu2

FIG. 4. Representation of the unrenormalized singlet and tri
Coulomb matrix elementsVs andVt .
es

d

ix

le-
o

model considered here. These states are listed in Table
the unit-cell depicted in Fig. 1. ~An identically labeled 11-
state basis for nonzero density and magnetic Coulomb ma
elements was defined in EB.!

As in EB, the initial/final-state displacementDRac is con-
veniently eliminated in favor of a center-of-mass moment
Q by writing

Vs~Q;ab,DRab ;cd,DRcd!

[ (
DRac

e2 iQ•DRacVs~DRac ;ab,DRab ;cd,DRcd!.

~13!

The indices in Table I can then be used to writeVs andVt
compactly asQ-dependent 11311 matrices. For example,

Vs
33~Q!52Upp

Vs
64~Q!52Vt

64~Q!5Upd
~14!

Vs
75~Q!52Vt

75~Q!5eiQxUpd .

Though the basic Coulomb interactionsVs and Vt are
short-ranged, the fluctuation-induced contributions to
particle-particle vertex functionsGs

pp andG t
pp are not. Never-

theless, it is possible to calculate accurate pairing eigen
ues using vertex functions truncated in the relative displa
ment of the particle pair. For this reason it is convenient
arrive at a particle-particle vertex labeled using~i! total

t

FIG. 5. Definition of unit-cell displacements in the represen
tion of the singlet Coulomb matrix element.

TABLE I. Indexing scheme for the minimum-range particl
particle basis set in the CuO2 model. The particle orbitals area and
b, with corresponding unit-cell displacementDRab[Ra2Rb . Note
that kernel eigenstates must satisfy the symmetry requiremen
the Pauli principle, but the basis states need not.

Index a b DRab

1 d d 0
2 px px 0
3 py py 0
4 d px 0
5 d px 1 x̂
6 px d 0
7 px d 2 x̂
8 d py 0
9 d py 1 ŷ

10 py d 0
11 py d 2 ŷ
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momentum-frequencyQ[(Q,iV); ~ii ! pair orbital indices
(ab) ~33359 possible combinations for the three-orbit
model!; ~iii ! unit-cell displacementDRab of the pair ele-
ments; and~iv! relative frequencyiv.15 ~There is no addi-
tional benefit in introducing a relative time coordinate, sin
the fluctuations induce long-range couplings in imagin
time.! Previous notation for the time-independent Coulom
matrix elements may be generalized in a natural way. T
desired singlet and triplet vertex functions@see Fig. 6~a!#

FIG. 6. Calculation of the irreducible particle-particle vert
functions G r

pp , r 5s, and t. ~a! Diagrammatic representation o
the irreducible vertex in the computationally optimal basis set. N
that the total center-of-mass momentum-frequencyQ5(Q,iV) is
conserved.~b! Fourier-transformed singlet vertex functionDGs

pp

(Q;m1m2 ,k;m3m4 ,k8). See also Eq.~18!. ~c! Representation of
the first particle-hole ladder in~b! in the relative displacement basi
See also Eq.~19!.
e
y

e

take the form

G r
pp~Q;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!, ~15!

In order to calculate the crossed-channel particle-hole
dersFd and Fm , it is essential to use a different basis s
obtained by a series of Fourier transforms. An initial Four
transform on the relative displacement coordinates in Eq.~5!
yields

Gs
pp~Q;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!

5Vs~Q;m1m2 ,DR12;m3m4 ,DR34!1
1

N2

3(
kk8

eik•DR12DGs
pp~Q;m1m2 ,k;m3m4 ,k8!

3e2 ik8•DR34, ~16!

with

k5~k,iv!,
~17!

k85~k8,iv8!.

The fluctuation-induced contributionDGs
pp takes the form

DGs
pp~Q;m1m2 ,k;m3m4 ,k8!

5~ 1
2 Fd2 3

2 Fm!~k82k;m2m4 ,2k8;m3m1 ,k1Q!

1~ 1
2 Fd2 3

2 Fm!~k1k81Q;m1m4 ,2k8;m3m2 ,2k!.

~18!

The ladders are represented diagrammatically in Fig. 6~b!.
The first particle-hole ladder in Eq.~18! may be translated

back to the relative displacement basis@Fig. 6~c!#:

Fd~k82k;m2m4 ,2k8;m3m1 ,k1Q!

5 (
DR248 ,DR318

eik8•DR248

3Fd~k82k;m2m4 ,DR248 ;m3m1 ,DR318 !

3ei ~k1Q!•DR318 . ~19!

Note that primes are included on the displacements her
emphasize that they are dummy summation variables, at
stage unrelated toDR12 and DR34 in Eq. ~16!. Similar ex-
pressions hold for the other ladder sum terms contributing
DGs

pp . Note thatFd andFm are independent of the relativ
frequency variables~due to the instantaneous character ofVd
and Vm! and have been dropped from the notation witho
loss.

The expressions in Eqs.~16! and~19! each involve double
Fourier transforms and are impractical to calculate num
cally. A much simpler form forDG may be derived by
changing momentum variables and interchanging the o
of sums. For example, for the first particle-hole ladder co
tribution the appropriate change of variables is

k82k→Q8,

e
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k8→k8. ~20!

The sum onk8 may then be carried out explicitly, yielding
d function, which collapses the sum onDR248 .

After additional relabeling of summation variables, t
complete result forGs

pp that results from this procedure is

Gs
pp~Q;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!

5Vs~Q;m1m2 ,DR12;m3m4 ,DR34!

1 (
DR13

e2 iQ•DR13DGs
pp~DR13,iV;m1m2 ,

DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!, ~21!

with

DGs
pp~DR13,iV;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!

5
1

N (
Q8

eiQ8•DR23~ 1
2 Fd2 3

2 Fm!~Q8,

i ~v82v!;m2m4 ,DR24;m3m1 ,DR31!

1
1

N (
Q8

eiQ8•DR13~ 1
2 Fd2 3

2 Fm!~Q8,

i ~v1v81V!;m1m4 ,DR14;m3m2 ,DR32!, ~22!

where all relative displacements are expressed in term
DR13, DR12, andDR34:

DR2352DR32[DR132DR12,

DR24[DR132DR121DR34,
~23!

DR31[2DR13,

DR14[DR131DR34.

A similar expression forG t
pp may be obtained immediatel

using the correspondence in Eq.~6!.
The ladder summationsFd andFm may be calculated a

matrix products in the space with compound indic
(ab,DRab):

F r52Vr x̄~11Vr x̄ !21Vr , ~24!

for r 5d, m, where the uncorrelated fluctuation propagatox̄
is defined by

x̄~Q;ab,DRab ;cd,DRcd!52
T

N (
k

eik•~DRab2DRcd!

3Gac~k1Q!Gdb~k!. ~25!

For the CuO2 model the required matrix inverse is on
11311. Note, however, that a separate inverse must be
culated for each value of the particle-hole ladder’s center
mass momentum frequency.

The uncorrelated particle-particle propagator may also
expressed in the basis adopted above~Fig. 7!:

Gpp~Q;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!
of

s

al-
f-

e

52
1

2
dvv8

T

N (
k

eik•~DR122DR34!Gm1m3
~k1Q!

3Gm2m4
~2k!. ~26!

The particle-particle eigenvalue problem then takes the fo

G r
pp~Q!Gpp~Q!f~Q!5l~Q!f~Q!, ~27!

for r 5s and t. Note that with the conventions adopted he
a positive eigenvalue indicates attraction.~Although the ker-
nel is non-Hermitian, it is possible to show forV50 that the
particle-particle eigenvalues are real-valued or occur in co
plex conjugate pairs.! The matricesG r

pp andGpp operate in a
far larger compound-index space than that defined previo
for the Coulomb interactionsVr . The index now consists o
the orbital-pair label (m1m2), which takes on nine values in
the CuO2 problem; the subset of unit-cell displacemen
DR12 retained; and the set of values of the relative freque
v within a predefined cutoff interval.

Note that since the kernel matrix is non-Hermitian, its s
of left and right eigenvectors are not simply related~even
though the left and right eigenvalue spectra are identical.! In
the following section we emphasize the real-space and
quency dependence of the right eigenvectors, i.e., those
termined by Eq.~27!. This is natural since the right eigen
vector at Tc evolves smoothly into the off-diagonal sel
energy belowTc . ~The right eigenvalue equation may b
rederived by linearizing a self-consistent field problem in t
off-diagonal self-energy.! The corresponding left eigenvecto
has no such simple physical interpretation.

A number of powerful approaches have been develope
recent years to compute a few selected eigenvalues of a
eral non-Hermitian matrix in cases such as this for which
full diagonalization is impractical. All such approaches a
derived from the much more standard algorithms availa
for the real-symmetric and complex-Hermitian eigenva
problems. We have made use of a so-called Lanczos-Arn
algorithm developed in the Department of Computatio
and Applied Mathematics at Rice University.16 Using this
algorithm we have studied kernels with row dimensions
order 10 000.

To supplement our study of particle-particle eigenvalu
we have also calculated a set of kernel eigenvalues for
particle-hole channels. These channels describe scatterin
S50 ~charge density! andS51 ~magnetic! excitations. Sev-
eral points are important to note in this regard. First of a
the FLEX calculation~and any Baym-Kadanoff approach17!

FIG. 7. Diagrammatic representation of the uncorrela
particle-particle propagator Gpp (Q;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,
DR34,iv8). Note the propagator is diagonal in the relative fr
quency, i.e., it vanishes forvÞv8.
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lacks self-consistency at the two-particle level. For this r
son the density and magnetic propagators that enter the
particle self-energy are not the same as those obtaine
functional differentiation of the self-energy with respect
an external field. The difference may be described in te
of ‘‘vertex corrections’’ to the bare density and magne
matrix elementsVd andVm . Within FLEX the simplest ver-
tex correctionsDGd andDGm have a form closely related t
the singlet and triplet interactionsDGs and DG t , i.e., they
represent the exchange ofsinglecrossed-channel density an
magnetic fluctuations. More complicated vertex correctio
take the Aslamazov-Larkin~AL ! form,18,19 i.e., they describe
the emission and reabsorption ofpairs of fluctuations. For
reasons described previously19 we omit the AL corrections to
DGd andDGm in the analysis that follows.

It is also important to re-emphasize at this point that
one-particle FLEX calculations described here and in EB
sume the exchange of elementary particle-hole fluctuatio
but not elementary particle-particle fluctuations. For this r
son particle-particle fluctuation propagators do not appea
crossed-channel contributions toDGd and DGm below. In
analogy with Eqs.~5! and~6!, the spin-diagonalized particle
hole vertices~see Fig. 8! may be written as follows:

Gd
ph~12;34!5Vd~12;34!2 1

2 Fd~42;31!2 3
2 Fm~42;31!,

~28!

Gm
ph~12;34!5Vm~12;34!2 1

2 Fd~42;31!1 1
2 Fm~42;31!.

~29!

The functionsFd andFm are as defined previously.
In terms of the center-of-mass momentum-frequencyQ

the density vertex takes the form

Gd
ph~Q;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!

5Vd~Q;m1m2 ,DR12;m3m4 ,DR34!

1 (
DR13

e2 iQ•DR13DGd
ph~DR13,

iV;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!, ~30!

with

FIG. 8. Irreducible density vertex functionGd
ph within the FLEX

approximation. Note the absence of AL and particle-particle
change diagrams discussed in the text.@As before, the coefficients

2
1
2 and2

3
2 are omitted for clarity; see Eq.~28!.#
-
e-

by

s

s

e
s-
s,
-
in

DGd
ph~DR13,iV;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!

5
1

N (
Q8

eiQ8•DR43~2 1
2 Fd2 3

2 Fm!~Q8,

i ~v82v!;m4m2 ,DR42;m3m1 ,DR31!, ~31!

where, as in Eq.~23!, all relative displacements are ex
pressed in terms of the set$DR13,DR12,DR34%. The analo-
gous expression forGm

ph follows by the correspondence i
Eq. ~29!.

The particle-hole eigenvalue problem takes the form

G r
ph~Q!Gph~Q!f~Q!5l~Q!f~Q!, ~32!

where now

Gph~Q;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!

5dvv8

T

N (
k

eik•~DR122DR34!Gm1m3
~k1Q!Gm4m2

~k!.

~33!

As in Eq. ~27!, a positive eigenvalue indicates attraction.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Sources of systematic error

In this section we discuss the nature of the errors wh
arise in calculation of instability eigenvalues and transiti
temperatures. Four main sources of error arise in the eig
value calculations. These are accumulation of frequen
space renormalization group20 error at low temperatures; er
ror from the use of frequency cutoffs; error from truncati
of the two-body vertex function in the relative real-spa
coordinate; andk-space discretization error~16316 meshes
are employed throughout!. Detailed discussions of the
renormalization-group procedure for the one-particle s
energy are included in EB and Ref. 20. The errors associ
with this approximation are generally negligibly small
comparison with the other sources.

The frequency cutoff used in our calculations isVc
50.5tpd for the ingoing and outgoing frequenciesv andv8
~see Fig. 6! in the fluctuation-induced component of the si
glet kernel. For the instantaneous part of the singlet ker
whose decrease at high frequencies is controlled solely
the falloff of the uncorrelated propagatorGpp, the corre-
sponding cutoff is 50tpd . Errors associated with these cutof
are extremely small. For example, for the standard param
set @see Eq.~34!# at 16% hole doping and temperatureT
5tpd/512 ~29 K!, the dx22y2 eigenvalue obtained using th
cutoffs described above isld51.0458. If both cutoffs are
raised to 50tpd , the eigenvalue becomes 1.0459, a change
0.01%; this demonstrates the calculation’s insensitivity to
cutoff associated with the fluctuation component. In contra
if both cutoffs are dropped to 0.5tpd , the eigenvalue be-
comes 1.0439, a change of 0.2%; this demonstrates inse
tivity to the cutoff associated with the instantaneous com
nent. It should be noted that at higher temperatures the cu
on the fluctuation component must be raised to obtain co

-
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parable percentage accuracy. This is not costly, howe
since the density of Matsubara frequencies decreases a
same time.

Next we discuss the truncation procedure for dealing w
the relative real-space coordinate in the two-body vert
When the kernels are evaluated on a 16316k-space grid, the
relative displacementsDR12 andDR34 ~see Fig. 6! may take
on 256 different values. Since thedx22y2 eigenfunctions fall
off rapidly at large values ofDR12 ~see Sec. IV D!, it is
rather intuitive to introduce a truncated basis set for the r
tive displacements. In our calculations we limit the basis
to the twenty-one smallest lattice vectors; i.e., elements
the kernel are zeroed out foruDRu.aA5. The corresponding
gain in computation time is approximately (256/21)2;150.

Since the calculation of the full model with the untru
cated real-space basis set is too time consuming to be p
tical, we have used the simpler model withUpp5Upd50 for
an error analysis. The behavior of the two models is expec
to be identical as far as this error check is concerned. In
9 we plot the temperature dependence of thedx22y2 eigen-
value for theUdd-only model using the untruncated basis s
and the 21-state basis set. The difference in the eigenva
is very small for the two cases. For example, atT
5tpd/1024 ~15 K!, ld51.0683 with the untruncated bas
and ld51.0572 with the 21-state basis. The correspond
Tc values are 20.8 and 20.1 K, justifying the use of t
truncated basis set.

The biggest source of error in the calculation of the ins
bility eigenvalues is the use of a 16316 k-space discretiza
tion. For the models under study, the low-temperature eig
values from a 16316 and a 32332 discretization differ by
less than 5%. This discretization error is very similar to th
in previous studies of the one-band Hubbard model.19,21This
means one should also expect roughly the same size
~i.e., 5%! in comparing the 16316 results to the fine-mes
limit.

In the figure below we plot the temperature dependenc
the dx22y2 eigenvalue for theUdd-only model using 16316
and 32332 discretizations.~Essentially identical behavior i
expected for the full CuO2 model.! At T5tpd/1024 ~15 K!,
ld51.1034 for the 32332 study and 1.0572 for the
16316 study. For both cases a 21-state real-space basis
cation has been employed. The correspondingTc values are
24 and 20 K, corresponding to an underestimation ofTc by 4
K using the 16316 discretization.

As mentioned in Sec. III we have employed a Lancz
Arnoldi algorithm16 to calculate the first few maximum-rea
part eigenvalues in each scattering channel. This algorith
especially powerful for sparse matrices because it requ
only repetitive multiplication of a vector by the matrix o
interest. Since a large fraction of the elements in our sca
ing kernels are nonzero, but negligibly small with regard
calculation of the large eigenvalues, a sparse storage sch
is appropriate. For the scheme adopted throughout mos
our calculations, eigenvalues are affected by less than a
parts in a thousand, and the gain in storage is of order 5

B. Eigenvalues for particle-particle channels

In the plots that follow we make use of a ‘‘standard
CuO2 parameter set derived for undoped La2CuO4 by Hy-
r,
the
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bertsen, Schlu¨ter, and Christensen9 using constrained-
occupancy density-functional theory. These standard par
eters for the Hamiltonian in Eqs.~1! and ~2! are as follows:

tpd.1.3 eV515 100 K,

«.3.6 eV52.75tpd ,

tpp.0.65 eV50.5tpd ,

Udd.10.5 eV58tpd ,

Upp.4 eV53tpd ,

Upd.1.2 eV5tpd . ~34!

FIG. 9. Systematic error analysis for eigenvalue andTc calcu-
lations in theUdd-only model. All parameters are at their standa
values @Eq. ~34!# except thatUpp5Upd50. The filling is ^n&
51.16. ~a! Comparison of temperature-dependentdx22y2 eigen-
values calculated using a full basis of relative displacement st
~solid line! and the 21-state basis withuDRu<aA5 ~crosses!. The
k-space mesh is 16316. ~b! Comparison of eigenvalues calcu
lated using a 32332 discretization~solid line! and a 16316 dis-
cretization~crosses!. The 21-state truncated basis is employed.
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The temperature dependence of the maximal parti
particle eigenvalues for the standard parameter set at^n&
51.16~16% hole doping! is illustrated in Fig. 10. The maxi
mal singlet eigenvalue corresponds to adx22y2 state. This
eigenvalue reaches unity, indicating a superconducting t
sition, atT/tpd50.0025, i.e.,T537 K. At the transition tem-
perature the next-leading singlet eigenvalue is of order
and corresponds to a state with so-calledg-wave symmetry
~i.e., nodes on thex andy axes, as well as the linesx56y;
see Fig. 11!. A third eigenvalue, corresponding to an o
thogonaldx22y2 state, lies just below theg wave.

The maximal triplet channel eigenvalue in Fig. 10 r
mains small (;0.2) throughout the temperature range of
terest. The triplet state in this case is antisymmetric in f

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the maximal singlet
triplet eigenvalues for the standard parameter set at^n&51.16. The
singlet eigenfunction hasdx22y2 symmetry, and the triplet stat
odd-frequencys-wave symmetry. Thedx22y2 eigenvalue reache
unity, signaling a superconducting transition, atT537 K.

FIG. 11. Schematic representation of the nodal structure of
gxy(x22y2) singlet state. Note that the subscript, when viewed a
function, vanishes on the locus of nodes~just as in the case of the
dx22y2 state!.
-

n-

.4

-
-
-

quency ands-wave-like ~i.e., symmetric! in space.~Note in
this regard that our instability analysis includes all eigenv
tors of the scattering kernels, including exotic singlet a
triplet states with an antisymmetric frequency dependenc!

For comparison the behavior of the maximal partic
particle eigenvalues at^n&51.00 is illustrated in Fig. 12. The
extreme singularity of the magnetic fluctuations in this ca
prevents study at temperatures lower thantpd/64, i.e., T
5240 K.

C. Transition temperatures for dx22y2 superconductivity

Eigenvalue plots of the type illustrated in Fig. 10 may
used to extract transition temperatures for thedx22y2 singlet.
The critical behavior of this FLEX transition is classica
despite the fact that it is driven entirely by fluctuations.
terms of the FLEX eigenvalues,

ld~T!;12a~T2Tc! ~35!

for T;Tc , with a.0. This contrasts with the exact critica
behavior for a two-dimensional superconducting transition
the xy universality class:

lxy~T!;12B~T!e2A/AT2Txy, ~36!

with A a positive constant andB(T) an algebraic function.22

It is nevertheless possible to interpret thedx22y2 instability in
FLEX as a ‘‘mean-field’’ transition with respect to critica
order-parameter fluctuations. With this caveat it is of inter
to examine the dependence of this instability on doping a
model parameters.~A more sophisticated treatment of th
interference between thedx22y2 transition and the incipien
instability in the magnetic channel is presumably necess
for a detailed understanding of the pseudogap regime
served in experiments,23 but that is not our intention here. In
fact, an additional charge-density state, the so-called ‘‘orb
antiferromagnet’’24 or ‘‘flux phase,’’ 25 is also apparently
relevant in the pseudogap regime; see the discussion of
state in Sec. IV E.!

d

e
a

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of the maximal singlet
triplet eigenvalues for the standard parameter set at^n&51.00. The
eigenfunction symmetries are as in Fig. 10.
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In the plots that follow, transition temperatures are giv
in units of K; they may be rescaled in units oftpd using the
correspondence in Eq.~34!. The experimentally observe
transition temperatures26 for La22xSrxCuO4 are plotted for
comparison using the assumed correspondence

x→^n&21. ~37!

As shown in Fig. 13, adx22y2 transition occurs for both
hole doping~^n& greater than 1! and electron doping~^n&
less than 1!. Since the CuO2 model has only approximat
particle-hole symmetry around the point^n&51, the transi-
tion temperatures are not symmetric. Within our FLEX c
culation the pairing interaction becomes increasingly sin
lar as ^n&→1, and we have only been able to calcula
superconducting instability temperatures for doping lev
greater than 12%.~In any case a self-consistent parquetli
treatment of vertex functions14,19 seems essential for value
of ^n& closer to unity.! The higher transitions for electro
doping are consistent with the presence of enhanced m
netic fluctuations on this side of the phase diagram.12,13 The
transition temperatures on the hole-doped side are strikin
similar to the experimental curve in the overdoped regim
^n&21.0.16. At smaller doping the FLEX curve continue
to rise, while the experimental curve peaks and turns dow
the underdoped region. As remarked previously, in this
gion thedx22y2 singlet channel is in strong competition wit
the Q;(p,p) antiferromagnetic spin channel, as well as
exotic Q;(p,p) charge-density channel~see also Sec
IV E!. It is tempting to speculate that the downturn in t
experimentaldx22y2 transition temperature results from th
competition.

In the next six figures we examine the sensitivity of t
dx22y2 transition temperature to changes in the model par
eters. Our discussion is limited to the hole-doped side of

FIG. 13. Doping dependence of thedx22y2 transition for the
standard parameter set. Results are shown for both^n&.1.00 ~hole
doping! and ^n&,1.00 ~electron doping!. For comparison the dop
ing dependence of the experimental transition~Ref. 26! in
La22xSrxCuO4 is plotted ~dashed line! using the assumed corre
spondencex→^n&21. The increase of the FLEXTc on the
electron-doped side is largely due to an increase in the s
fluctuation strength.
n

-
-

s

g-

ly
,

in
-

-
e

phase diagram. First we alter a single parameter at a t
keeping other parameters fixed at their standard values,
we briefly consider the behavior of the drastically simplifi
CuO2 model withUpp5Upd50.

The effect of removing the O-O hopping integraltpp is
shown in Fig. 14. This change alters the shape of the Fe
surface,12 improving the degree of nesting and enhancing
spin-fluctuation spectrum. However, the transition tempe
ture remains essentially unchanged, since the positive e
on the singlet vertex is largely compensated by a reductio
the uncorrelated propagatorGpp.

The effect of changing the Cu-O orbital separation«
5«p2«d is much more drastic, as expected. The value o«
largely determines the strength of the spin fluctuations.~This
is because« is smaller thanUdd , i.e., the system is in the

so-called charge-transfer regime.7! For small values of«, oc-
cupation of the O orbitals becomes comparable to occupa
of the Cu orbitals~or even larger, when Coulomb interac
tions are taken into account!. As an example, for«50 and
^n&51.16, only 33% of the holes reside on the Cu orbita
SinceUpp is considerably less thanUdd , increased O occu-
pancy reduces the strength of the spin-fluctuation propag
and weakens the pairing tendency. This fact is illustra
clearly in Fig. 15. Thedx22y2 transition temperature drop
sharply when« is reduced from 3.6 eV to 2.0 eV. The tran
sition disappears completely when« is set to zero i.e., the
bare Cu and O orbitals become degenerate!; this is due not
only to the reduction of the effective Coulomb paramet
but also to the loss of nesting in the«50 Fermi surface.

The dependence ofTc on the Coulomb parametersUdd ,
Upp , andUpd is relatively complex, since these paramete
contribute to both the one- and two-body effective intera
tions. For the simpler one-band Hubbard model21 ~and for
the CuO2 model withUdd only—see the discussion below!,
an increase of the Coulomb integral leads to a peakTc , then
a gradual decrease at larger values. The origin of this beh
ior is a competition between the pairing vertex~that is en-
hanced by a large Coulomb interaction! and the uncorrelated

n-

FIG. 14. Dependence ofTc on the O-O hopping integraltpp. In
Figs. 14–19 all model parameters are set to their standard va
except as noted. Further, the experimental curve~Ref. 26! for doped
lanthanum cuprate~dashed line! is superimposed for comparison.
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propagatorGpp ~that is suppressed!. In these simpler models
the on-site Coulomb interaction does notdirectly suppress
pairing, since thedx22y2 state has no on-site pairing comp
nent. While this remains true forUdd in the full CuO2 model,
it is not necessarily true forUpp andUpd : the dx22y2 pair
wave function generally has on-site O-O and near-neigh
Cu-O components, which are suppressed by the Coulo
integralsUpp andUpd . The importance of this direct effec
depends on the admixture of the relevant components in
dx22y2 pair state~see the discussion of the pair wave functi
in Sec. IV D!.

For the O-O Coulomb integralUpp , this direct suppres-
sion of pairing apparently dominates, i.e., an increase inUpp
leads to more repulsion in thedx22y2 pair state and a reduce
transition temperature~Fig. 16!. As discussed in Sec. IV D
below, thedx22y2 pair does have a nonzero on-site O-O co
ponent, consistent with the observed trend inTc .

For the Cu-O Coulomb integralUpd, the trend inTc with
increasingUpd ~Fig. 17! resembles the trend with increasin

FIG. 15. Dependence ofTc on the unrenormalized Cu-O leve
separation«5«p2«d . The behavior of the model for«50 was
also examined, but no transition occurs in this case.

FIG. 16. Dependence ofTc on the intraorbital O-O Coulomb
integralUpp .
or
b

he

-

U in the one-band Hubbard model: an increase, peak,
subsequent decrease. This behavior reflects a compro
between the enhancement of the spin fluctuations and pa
interaction with increasedUpd; the accompanying suppres
sion of Gpp; and the direct suppression ofTc noted above.
The enhancement of the spin fluctuations with increas
Upd arises from improved Fermi-surface nesting and fro
increasedd-orbital occupancy due to a rise in the Hartre
Fock level separation«HF ~see the discussion of the Hartre
Fock Hamiltonian in EB!. ~It is interesting to note that the
direct suppression ofTc is moderated by the same phenom
enon that reduces the effective Coulomb repulsion in c
ventional electron-phonon superconductivity:27 the near-
neighbor component of the pair wave function changes s
at high frequencies, effectively reducing the repulsion in
low-frequency region, i.e., inducing a Coulomb pseudop
tential.!

Finally Fig. 18 shows the transition temperatures for tw
different values ofUdd , 10.5 eV ~standard parameter se

FIG. 17. Dependence ofTc on the near-neighbor Cu-O Cou
lomb integralUpd .

FIG. 18. Dependence ofTc on the intraorbital Cu-Cu Coulomb
integralUdd .
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charge-transfer regime! and 2.5 eV~Hubbard regime!. The
substantial reduction inUdd in this case has only a minima
effect on the strength of the spin fluctuations.12 This is be-
cause a decrease inUdd results in an increased Hartree-Fo
level separation«HF and an increasedd-orbital occupancy
~cf. the discussion of anincrease in Upd above!. The in-
creasedd-orbital occupancy offsets the direct effect of
smallerUdd in the spin fluctuation propagator. The increa
in Tc for this admittedly unrealistic parameter set then res
from an increase inGpp ~i.e., a density of states effect!.

The CuO2 model with Upp5Upd50 ~the ‘‘Udd-only

model’’! has been studied previously13 at temperatures abov
the dx22y2 transition. This model is conceptually problema
ic: the omission of the interactions associated with thep
orbitals substantially alters the Hartree-Fock Fermi surfa
largely negating any improvement in the band structure
pected from the addition of the extra bands.~Both Gpp and

FIG. 19. Dependence ofTc on the intraorbital Cu-Cu Coulomb
integralUdd in the ‘‘Udd-only’’ model. The Coulomb integralsUpp

andUpd are in this case set to zero, with other parameters rem
ing at their standard values.~a! Variation of Tc with doping for
several values ofUdd . The behavior forUdd /tpd51 was also ex-
amined, but no transition occurs in this case.~b! Variation of Tc

with Udd at fixed filling ^n&51.12.
s

e,
x-

the d-orbital spin-fluctuation strength are significantly a
fected by the omission.! Furthermore, while thedx22y2 wave
function is dominated byd-orbital components, the omissio
of Upp andUpd completely eliminates those components a
sociated with thep orbitals. The principal virtue of the
Udd-only model is its calculational simplicity. Since th
Coulomb interactionUdd is zero range, the computations in
volved are essentially the same as those in the one-b
Hubbard model. For example, the particle-hole laddersF in
Sec. III become scalar, rather than matrix, inverses.

For completeness, the variation ofTc with Udd in the
Udd-only model is shown in Fig. 19. As expected, the qua
tative dependence ofTc is the same as that in the one-ba
Hubbard model:21 The peak value ofTc for increasingUdd is
determined by a competition between enhancement of
pairing interaction and suppression of the uncorrela
propagatorGpp.

D. dx22y2 singlet wave function

The graphical representation of the particle-particle p
eigenfunctionf(Q;ab,DRab ,iv) is hindered by its large
number of degrees of freedom. It is essential to make us
symmetries to emphasize the eigenfunction’s key featu
The first basic symmetry follows from the Pauli Principl
Written in terms of anticommutingc numbers, the pair state
corresponding to eigenfunctionf r is

(
R;ab,DRab ,v

eiQ•~R1DRab!f r~Q;ab,DRab ,iv!

3(
ss8

x r
ss8c̄as„R1DRab ,i ~v1V!…c̄bs8~R,2 iv!,

~38!

wherer 5s or t, with

xs5
1

&
S 0

21
1
0D ~39!

and

x t5S 1
0

0
0D ,

1

&
S 0
1

1
0D , or S 0

0
0
1D . ~40!

Since

c̄asc̄bs852 c̄bs8c̄as , ~41!

it follows that

n-
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(
R;ab,DRab,v

eiQ•~R1DRab!f r~Q;ab,DRab ,iv!

3(
ss8

x r
s8sc̄bs~R,2 iv!c̄as8@R1DRab ,i ~v1V!#

52 (
R;ab,DRab ,v

eiQ•~R1DRab!f r~Q;ab,DRab ,iv!

3(
ss8

x r
ss8c̄as@R1DRab ,i ~v1V!# c̄bs8~R,2 iv!.

~42!

It is convenient to relabel the dummy sums on the left
first interchanging orbital indicesa andb, then letting

DRba52DRab

R5R81DRab ~43!

2 iv5 i ~v81V!.

Dropping the primes on the dummy variablesR8 and v8
gives

(
R;ab,DRab ,v

eiQ•Rf r@Q;ba,2DRab ,2 i ~v1V!#

3(
ss8

x r
s8sc̄as~R1DRab ,i ~v1V!!c̄bs8~R,2 iv!

52 (
R;ab,DRab ,v

eiQ•~R1DRab!f r~Q;ab,DRab ,iv!

3(
ss8

x r
ss8c̄as~R1DRab ,i ~v1V!!c̄bs8~R,2 iv!.

~44!

The Pauli symmetry relations follow by identifying coeffi
cients:

f r„Q;ba,2DRab ,2 i ~v1V!…x r
s8s

52eiQ•DRabf r~Q;ab,DRab ,iv!x r
ss8 , ~45!

i.e.,

fs~Q;ab,DRab ,iv!5e2 iQ•DRabfs@Q;ba,2DRab ,

2 i ~v1V!# ~46!

for the singlet channel, and

f t~Q;ab,DRab ,iv!52e2 iQ•DRabf t@Q;ba,2DRab ,

2 i ~v1V!# ~47!

for the triplet channel. These symmetry relations assum
particularly simple form for the case of interest here,Q50.

To aid in the graphical display of the pair wave function
is useful to introduce a basis of one-particle states w
simple transformation properties under point group ope
tions. While the Cu 3dx22y2 orbital transforms into itself
under all symmetry operations, the O 2px and 2py orbitals
y

a

h
-

are generally mixed. It is, however, possible to form line
combinations of thepx and py orbitals that transform in
simple ways. To derive the transformed orbitals we rewr
the pair wave functionf in Eq. ~38!, holding the coordinates
of particlea fixed. For brevity the spin and frequency depe
dence off is temporarily suppressed. The components of
wave function forb5x andy take the form

(
R;a,DRab ,v

eiQ•~R1DRab!c̄a~R1DRab!

3@f r~Q;ax,DRab!c̄x~R!1f r~Q;ay,DRab!c̄y~R!#.

~48!

In the first term the sums onR andDRab may be shifted by

R→R2 x̂,
~49!

DRab→DRab1 x̂.

A similar shift may be performed in the second term w
x̂→ ŷ. This results in an equivalent symmetrized version
the wave function,

1

2 (
R;a,DRab ,v

eiQ•~R1DRab!c̄a~R1DRab!

3@f r~Q;ax,DRab!c̄x~R!1f r~Q;ax,DRab1 x̂!

3 c̄x~R2 x̂!1f r~Q;ay,DRab!c̄y~R!

1f r~Q;ay,DRab1 ŷ!c̄y~R2 ŷ!#. ~50!

The four c numbersc̄x(R),c̄x(R2 x̂),c̄y(R),c̄y(R2 ŷ) may
now be re-expressed in terms of the linear combinations

F c̄D~R!

c̄S~R!

c̄X~R!

c̄Y~R!

G5S 1/2
1/2

1/&
0

1/2
1/2

21/&
0

1/2
21/2

0
21/&

1/2
21/2

0
1/&

D
3F c̄x~R!

c̄x~R2 x̂!

c̄y~R!

c̄y~R2 ŷ!

G . ~51!

The c numberc̄D(R) represents an extended oxygen o
bital with dx22y2 rotational symmetry@Fig. 20~a!#, just like
the central Cu 3dx22y2 orbital. ~The uniform phases in the
linear combination result from the initial definition of th
2px and 2py orbitals.! Likewise c̄S(R) represents an ex
tendeds-wave oxygen orbital@Fig. 20~b!#, and c̄X(R) and
c̄Y(R) represent extendedp-wave orbitals@Figs. 20~c! and
20~d!#. The wave function components in Eq.~50! may now
be rewritten in terms of the newc numbers. The complete
pair wave function in Eq.~38! then becomes

(
R;aB,DRab ,v

eiQ•~R1DRab!f r~Q;aB,DRab ,iv!

3(
ss8

x r
ss8c̄as@R1DRab ,i ~v1V!# c̄Bs8~R,2 iv!,

~52!
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FIG. 20. Extendedp-orbital basis set with well-defined rotational symmetry. The central Cu site is denoted by a shaded circ~a!
Extendeddx22y2 orbital ~stateD!. ~b! Extendeds orbital ~stateS!. ~c! Extendedpx orbital ~stateX!. ~d! Extendedpy orbital ~stateY!.
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where, as before, the sum ona runs over$d,x,y%, but now
the sum onB runs over$d,D,S,X,Y%. The new wave func-
tion components are

f r~Q;aD,DRab ,iv!5 1
4 @f r~Q;ax,DRab ,iv!

1f r~Q;ax,DRab1 x̂,iv!1f r~Q;ay,DRab ,iv!

1f r~Q;ay,DRab1 ŷ,iv!#,
~53!

f r~Q;aS,DRab ,iv!5 1
4 @f r~Q;ax,DRab ,iv!

1f r~Q;ax,DRab1 x̂,iv!

2f r~Q;ay,DRab ,iv!

2f r~Q;ay,DRab1 ŷ,iv!#,

f r~Q;aX,DRab ,iv!5
1

2&
@f r~Q;ax,DRab ,iv!

2f r~Q;ax,DRab1 x̂,iv!#

f r~Q;aY,DRab ,iv!5
1

2&
@2f r~Q;ay,DRab ,iv!

1f r~Q;ay,DRab1 ŷ,iv!#.

Note that this expression for the pair wave function
equivalent to that in Eq.~38!. The new basis for theB par-
ticles is simply overcomplete; thec numbersc̄Bs8(R,iv)
and c̄Bs8(R8,iv) for near-neighborR andR8 are no longer
independent.
The new basis is well adapted for representing pair w
functions forQ50 in a simple way. It is convenient to kee
theB-particle orbital and unit-cell position fixed while vary
ing a and DRab . For example, separate plots describe
system for theB particle in the Cu 3dx22y2 orbital (fad), in
the extended oxygendx22y2 orbital (faD), and in the ex-
tended oxygens orbital (faS). If the pair wave function is to
have overalldx22y2 symmetry,fad andfaD must haveex-
plicit dx22y2 symmetry in the variableDRab , while faS
must have explicits symmetry.~States withd symmetry may
also be constructed forb particles in theX and Y orbitals.
These states are more complicated, since bothfaX andfaY
must be nonzero.!

In Fig. 21 we use histograms to show the spatial variat
of the minimum-frequency (v5pT) components of the
dx22y2 singlet wave function~i.e., the right eigenvector o
the particle-particle kernel! for T;Tc . Recall that this func-
tion evolves smoothly into the off-diagonal pair field belo
Tc . Each histogram shows a 434 patch of unit cells, cen-
tered on a Cu site in the cell atDRab50. The orientation of
thex andy axes is indicated in Fig. 21~a!. The height of the
block at each point in the lattice is just the value off at that
combination ofa-particle orbital and displacement indice
(a,DRab) for fixed B-particle indices. It is clear that the
wave function is dominated by thed-orbital components; the
p-orbital components, however, play an important role
determining eigenvalues and transition temperatures,
their neglect is not justified.

Finally the relative frequency dependence of seve
short-range components of the pair wave functi
fs(0;ab,DRab ,iv) is displayed in Fig. 22. Note that, as i
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FIG. 21. Relative displacement dependence of the minimum-frequency (v5pT) components of thedx22y2 pair wave function atT
5tpd/512529 K for the standard parameter set at^n&51.16. The histograms are centered on a Cu site in the cell withDR50. Note that the
wave function is real-valued.~a! Orientation of thex andy axes in the histogram plots.~b! Componentfs(0;ad,DR,ipT). ~DR labels the
unit-cell displacement to orbitala from a fixed Cu 3dx22y2 orbital.! Note that the histogram exhibits explicitdx22y2 symmetry in this case.
~c! Componentfs(0;aD,DR,ipT). In this case the fixed orbital is the extended O 2p linear combination withdx22y2 symmetry. As before,
the histogram exhibits explicitdx22y2 symmetry. Note the difference in scale between this plot and that in~b!. ~d! Component
fs(0;aS,DR,ipT). In this case the fixed orbital is the extended O 2p linear combination withs-wave symmetry. In this case the histogra
exhibits explicits-wave symmetry~see the discussion in the text!.
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the one-band Hubbard model,21 the wave function is strongly
frequency-dependent, falling rapidly to zero on a scale
v;0.5tpd .

E. Eigenvalues and wave functions for particle-hole channels

A complete FLEX analysis of the particle-hole~i.e., mag-
netic and charge density! channels with the same degree
rigor applied in the particle-particle analysis is not attemp
here. The reasons are as follows:~i! The version of FLEX
considered in the present work and in EB is based
particle-hole exchange. Consequently, the particle-part
vertex functions analyzed in the preceding section con
only single-fluctuation-exchange ladders, yet are fully co
serving. On the other hand, a fully conserving calculation
the particle-hole vertex functions within this approximati
scheme requires the inclusion of not only single-excha
ladders, but also a class of double-exchange Aslama
Larkin diagrams.18,19Such diagrams constitute the beginni
f

d

n
le
in
-
f

e
v-

of a parquetlike renormalization of the single-exchan
ladders.14 Since this renormalization is incomplete~and does
not improve the consistency of the particle-hole vertices t
appear at different points in the calculation!, the treatment of
the Aslamazov-Larkin diagrams is problematic.~ii ! In order
to treat the particle-hole vertices on the same footing as
particle-particle, the FLEX approximation should includ
particle-particle exchange diagrams from the outset~see,
e.g., Refs. 14, 18, and 19!. Such a treatment, while in prin
ciple quite straightforward, exceeds the scope of the pre
work.

The limitation imposed by these points makes a satisf
tory analysis of the nearly singular magnetic channel imp
sible in the present work. This is because both the dou
exchange Aslamazov-Larkin diagrams and the sing
exchange diagrams from the crossed particle-particle cha
arerepulsivein the magnetic channel. The omission of the
contributions in a naive calculation leads to a drastic over
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timate of the magnetic eigenvalue~i.e., values larger than
unity!. A similar situation has been noted in previous FLE
studies of the one-band Hubbard model;4,19 in that case the
magnetic eigenvalue drops well below unity when the om
ted contributions are reinstated.

Note that these limitations in the treatment of the partic
hole channel do not compromise the conserving nature of
FLEX calculation for the particle-particle channel.~This is
not to say that satisfying conservation laws guarantees a
racy: the overall lack of self-consistency in two-particle ve
tices that appear at different points in the FLEX calculat
is a broader global concern,14 which can be remedied only b
a more sophisticated parquetlike analysis. See Sec. V
further comments on this point.!

Despite these caveats, we feel it important to empha
in this section a feature of the physics in thecharge-density
channel that has received little attention in recent year28

TheQ50 dx22y2 state in the singlet channel has an analog
Q;(p,p) in the density channel. The presence of such
analog or partner state is familiar in a simpler context:
the one-band negative-U Hubbard model,29,30 the physics
near half filling is dominated by aQ50 s-wave singlet state
and aQ5(p,p) charge-density state. At half filling thes
states become exactly degenerate, constituting the com
nents of a Heisenberg-like order parameter. The instabilit
both the singlet and density channels is driven by the att
tive unrenormalized vertex2U. In the positive-U Hubbard
model and the CuO2 model, an analogous pair of potenti
instabilities is driven by the exchange of spin fluctuations.
this case the singlet state of interest hasdx22y2 symmetry.
The partner state, which becomes exactly degenerate
the dx22y2 singlet at half filling in the positive-U Hubbard
model, is aQ5(p,p) charge-density state that shares t
discretedx22y2 rotational symmetry. This state has been p
viously considered in both weak- and strong-coupli
studies.24,25We follow Schulz24 in denoting this state an ‘‘or-

FIG. 22. Relative frequency dependence of short-range com
nents of thedx22y2 pair wave function for the standard parame
set at^n&51.16. The dominant component, associated with pair
on near-neighbor Cu 3dx22y2 sites, drops to zero over a range d
termined by the spin fluctuations.
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bital antiferromagnet’’; the name is natural since the st
describes microscopic currents that flow around elemen
plaquettes in the square lattice, with the direction of curr
flow staggered between adjacent plaquettes~see Fig. 23!. In
strong coupling the corresponding state25,28has been denoted
a ‘‘flux phase.’’

Away from half filling in the Hubbard model and at arb
trary fillings in the CuO2 model, the exact symmetry betwee
the dx22y2 singlet and the orbital antiferromagnet is broke
Furthermore, with the loss of perfect nesting in the ba
structure, the wave vectorQ for the optimal charge density
state becomes incommensurate. For example, for the s
dard parameter set at^n&51.16 the optimalQ vector is ap-
proximately~1, 0.875!p.

We have studied the temperature variation of the orb
antiferromagnet eigenvalue within an inherently limited a
proximation: namely, we have included in the charge d
sity vertex only single-exchange diagrams describing m
netic and density fluctuations. As noted above in t
comments on the magnetic vertex, this approximation is
entirely satisfactory, since both double-exchan
Aslamazov-Larkin diagrams and single-exchange partic
particle ladders are omitted; however, this approximat
does preserve the crucial feature that determines both
dx22y2 singlet and orbital antiferromagnetic eigenvalues, i
the exchange of nearly antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation

The temperature variation of thedx22y2 singlet and opti-
mal orbital antiferromagnetic eigenvalues for the stand
parameter set is shown in Fig. 24. WhilelOAF is smaller than
ld , the eigenvalues remain very close down to thedx22y2

transition. From this analysis it becomes clear that a fu
satisfactory treatment of the model, particularly in the und
doped regime, must describe the competition between
magnetic,dx22y2 singlet, and orbital antiferromagnetic cha
nels. While we have no evidence that the orbital antifer
magnet is ever actually the dominant instability, it is tem
ing to speculate on its relevance, at least in conjunction w
the dx22y2 singlet, for a description of the anisotrop
pseudogap observed in many experimental studies.23

In Fig. 25 we show the spatial variation of the real a
imaginary parts of theQ5(p,p) orbital antiferromagnetic
wave functionfOAF ~Q;ad,DRad , iv5 ipT! for the stan-
dard parameter set at^n&51.16 andT5tpd/512. Thedx22y2

rotational symmetry of the wave function is manifest for t
components witha5d, but is hidden for the component

o-

g

FIG. 23. Representation of the circulating charge density c
rents in an ordered orbital antiferromagnetic state. The O sites
omitted for clarity.
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with a5x andy. This is true for the following reason: Th
total wave function takes the form

(
R;ab,DRab ,v

eiQ•~R1DRab!fOAF~Q;ab,DRab ,iv!

3(
ss8

xd
ss8c̄as@R1DRab ,i ~v1V!#cbs8~R,iv!, ~54!

with

xd5
1

&
S 1
0

0
1D ,

~55!

Q5~p,p!,

V50.

FIG. 24. Temperature dependence of thedx22y2 singlet and or-
bital antiferromagnetic~OAF! eigenvalues for the standard param
eter set.~a! Results for filling^n&51.16. The optimal wave vecto
for the OAF state is in this caseQ5(1,0.875)p. ~b! Results for
filling ^n&51.00. The optimal wave vector is in this caseQ
5(p,p).
It is convenient to adopt the shorthandã for the rotated im-
age of orbitala and R̃ã for the rotated image ofRa , the
unit-cell location of orbitala. When the wave function co
ordinates~unit-cell and orbital labels! are rotated, it is guar-
anteed that the compoundd-orbital label (a,Ra)5(d,R)
maps to (ã,R̃ã)5(d,R̃), whereR̃ is the rotated image ofR.
However, under successive rotations, thepx-orbital label
(x,R) maps to (y,R̃) ~rotation throughp/2!; (x,R̃2 x̂) ~ro-
tation throughp!; and (y,R̃2 ŷ) ~rotation through 3p/2!. A
similar set of transformations holds for thepy-orbital label.

FIG. 25. Relative displacement dependence of the domin
minimum-frequency (v5pT) component of theQ5(p,p) orbital
antiferromagnetic wave function,fOAF (Q;ad,DR,ipT) for the
standard parameter set at^n&51.16. The temperature isT5tpd/512.
As in Fig. 21, the histograms are centered on a Cu site in the
with DR50. In this case the wave function is complex-valued, ev
though the eigenvalue is real. Note thata andDR vary with b5d
held fixed. Note also the fact thatdx22y2 rotational symmetry is
manifest fora5d and arbitraryDR, but that the rotational symme
try is hidden fora5x andy, as discussed at length in the text.~a!
Real part of the wave function.~b! Imaginary part of the wave
function.
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Discretedx22y2 symmetry requires that

eiQ•R̃ãfOAF~Q;ã b̃,R̃ã2R̃b̃ ,iv!

5e2iueiQ•RafOAF~Q;ab,Ra2Rb ,iv!, ~56!

where

Rb5R,

Ra5R1DRab ,
~57!

u50,p/2,p,3p/2.

When the phase factorseiQ•R̃ã and eiQ•Ra are equal, the
dx22y2 symmetry is manifest infOAF, i.e.,

fOAF~Q;ã b̃,R̃ã 2R̃b̃ ,iv!5e2iufOAF~Q;ab,Ra2Rb ,iv!.
~58!

However, when

eiQ•R̃ã52eiQ•Ra, ~59a!

the dx22y2 symmetry is hidden, i.e.,

fOAF~Q;ã b̃,R̃ã 2R̃b̃ ,iv!52e2iufOAF~Q;ab,Ra

2Rb ,iv!. ~59b!

This accounts for the seemingly anomalous transforma
properties of thefxd andfyd components of the wave func
tion in Fig. 25.

The frequency dependence of several short-range com
nents of theQ5(p,p) orbital antiferromagnetic wave func
tion is illustrated in Fig. 26. Note that the wave function is
this case intrinsically complex, although the eigenvalue
real. While the Pauli principle does not dictate the transf
mation properties underv→2v in this case, the overal
phase of the wave function forQ5(p,p) and V50 may
still be chosen such that

fOAF~Q;ab,DR,2 iv!* 5fOAF~Q;ab,DR,iv!. ~60!

This follows from a basic symmetry of the eigenvalue pro
lem for Kr

ph[G r
phGph in Eq. ~32!, viz.,

Kr
ph~Q;m1m2 ,DR12,iv;m3m4 ,DR34,iv8!*

5Kr
ph~2Q;m1m2 ,DR12,2 iv;m3m4 ,DR34,2 iv8!.

~61!

This implies that if f(Q;ab,DR,iv) is an eigenfunction
with eigenvaluel(Q) for total momentum-frequencyQ,
then f(Q;ab,DR,2 iv)* is an eigenfunction with eigen
value l(Q)* for total momentum-frequency2Q. For the
case of interest here Q52Q, the eigenfunction
f(Q;ab,DR,iv) is nondegenerate, and the eigenvalue
real. Thus,

f~Q;ab,DR,2 iv!* 5af~Q;ab,DR,iv!, ~62!

with a a complex constant. The constant may always be
equal to unity by a simple rescaling off, leading to the
symmetry relation in Eq.~60!. Symmetries for generalQ
near~p, p! may be examined by an extension of this arg
n

o-

s
-

-

s

et

-

ment. Note finally the overall similarity of thedx22y2 singlet
wave function plotted in Figs. 21 and 22 and the orbi
antiferromagnetic wave function plotted in Figs. 25 and 2
with respect to both spatial and frequency dependence.

V. SUMMARY

Our results demonstrate that the fluctuation exchange
proximation provides reasonable results for both the mag
tude and doping dependence of thedx22y2 transition tem-
perature in the overdoped regime,^n&21.0.16. While the
level of quantitative agreement between FLEX a
experiment26 is almost certainly fortuitous, it is important t
emphasize several points in this regard:~i! For a wide
range of model parameters clustered around the stan
local-density approximation set,9 FLEX transition tempera-
tures are predicted in the range of 10 to 100 K. It is by
means obvious that this should be so, i.e., one might h

FIG. 26. Relative frequency dependence of short-range com
nents of theQ5(p,p) orbital antiferromagnetic wave function fo
the standard parameter set at^n&51.16. As in Fig. 22, the compo
nent associated with near-neighbor Cu 3dx22y2 sites drops to zero
over a range determined by the spin fluctuations.~a! Real part of the
wave function.~b! Imaginary part of the wave function.
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imagined obtaining a range of transitions stretching over s
eral orders of magnitude.~ii ! The continued rise of the FLEX
dx22y2 eigenvalue for values of̂n& approaching unity is
consistent with previous Monte Carlo studies,19 which have
demonstrated enhanceddx22y2 correlations even in region
where long-range magnetic order is being established. It
pears clear that a more sophisticated approach14 is essential
to resolve the competition between the incipient instabilit
in the antiferromagnetic spin,dx22y2 singlet,and orbital an-
tiferromagnetic channels in the underdoped regi
^n&→1.0.

As emphasized in Sec. IV, the presence of large eigen
ues in the orbital antiferromagnetic channel is an unamb
ous result of our analysis, despite the technical limitations
our approach for the particle-hole channels. It is importan
note that the orbital antiferromagnetic channel becomes
generate with thedx22y2 singlet to form a Heisenberg-like
order parameter in models with exact particle-hole symme
~such as the half-filled one-band Hubbard model!. While the
breaking of particle-hole symmetry in the standard Cu2
model apparently favors thedx22y2 singlet at half filling, it
seems clear that the orbital antiferromagnet must be reta
in any analysis that aims at a quantitative description of
region near̂ n&51.
od

et

.
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Finally, as a more general comment, the present st
demonstrate the feasibility of extending the FLEX instabil
analysis to models with an increasing degree of realis
While the principal shortcoming of FLEX, viz., the lack o
self-consistency at the two-body level, remains a sepa
concern, it is also clear that progress toward a truly pred
tive many-body theory demands the ability to incorpora
realistic details of lattice and interaction structure. A natu
next step in this direction is the analysis of a one-band mo
with longer-range interactions. The general formalism dev
oped in the present work and in EB~in particular, the use of
a real-space basis set for relative coordinates! provides a cal-
culationally feasible framework for such a study.
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